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The covers were both done by Gaganendranath Tagore and the Vishwa Bharati Quarterly also ... the first Department of Sociology in India. The book has DP Mukherjee’s signature and a date.
How Samik Bandyopadhyay built a collection of 40,000 books that he’s donating to create a library
Netflix India's upcoming Original anthology series, is filmmaker Srijit Mukherji, Vasan Bala, and Abhishek Chaubey's ode to the legendary auteur's short stories. Created by Sayantan Mukherjee, the ...
'Went in with reverence, never held back what we wanted to express': Ray directors, cast on adapting Satyajit Ray's works
It stars actors like Tejashri Pradhan, Anand Ingale, Nandita Patkar, Bharati Acharekar, Vidyadhar Joshi, Satish Alekar, Sagar Talashikar, Dipti Devi, and Ashish Kulkarni.
Addinath Kothare shows off his chiselled body as he shares a shirtless picture from the gym
"This decision will open a new chapter in India's cooperation with other countries in peaceful uses of nuclear energy," Mukherjee said. The tentative deal was announced in 2006 and signed by Bush ...
End of India nuclear ban paves way for U.S. trade deal
during such times it's when you miss each other the most of not being able to celebrate such moments together and so many special celebrations missed out on.. but you girls really out did yourselves!
Geeta Basra gets surprise baby shower thanks to Harbhajan Singh. Don't miss the cake
India has come a long way post Independence. Right from setting foot at the South Pole, crossing the 1 billion population mark to launching 104 satellites in the orbit, India has made progress by ...
71 key events since Independence in India
Today, the Visva Bharati University attracts students from all over India and abroad ... Don’t fret if you miss the markets, there are many shops about town you can visit, Amar Kutir the ...
Come for Durga Puja, Stay Back & Explore Bengal
to celebrate 100 years of Visva-Bharati. Assisted by Subhasree Patel, designed by Uttaran De and scripted by Ketaki Mukherjee, Shikkhateertho, began with an address by the legendary Sharmila ...
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